LEGAL LINGUISTIC EXPERTISE OF DRAFT LAWS: THEORETICAL-LEGAL ANALYSIS

Abstract: This article analyzes the necessity of conducting legal linguistic expertise of draft laws and considers its scientific and legal bases, peculiarities of legal linguistic expertise in some foreign countries. In addition, some recommendations on improvement of the practice have been suggested.
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Introduction.

Any law, as a normative legal act, is considered to be a product of a legal language. The content of a law is expressed through the legal language. Therefore, in order to ensure the quality of the language it is required to strictly adhere to linguistic rules.

However, this is not always easily achieved. Naturally, employing a difficult style of the legal language and terminology creates certain difficulties for the legislator. In this regard, the significance of conducting legal linguistic expertise of draft laws is great.

It should be noted that this type of expertise bears bilateral scientific basis. To make it clear, experts who are engaged with conducting this kind of expertise should have both legal and linguistic knowledge. Only in this case, they can perform professional expertise of draft laws, meeting both legal and linguistic requirements. It is worth saying that Legal linguistics as interdisciplinary direction is widely studied as a separate object of study.

Materials and Methods

It is appropriate here to refer to scientific foundations of this expertise. Currently, there is a growing need for in-depth exploration of Legal linguistics as an interdisciplinary study. In the world practice, a new direction of interdisciplinary studies – “law and language” appeared in the second half of 70s of XX century, and primarily developed in the United States and Western Europe.

In 1978 in Uppsala a working group of sociologists “Language of law application practice” was organized by the World Congress [1]. Since then, on this issue, prestigious national and international journals have been released and monographs, dozens of articles in legal linguistic periodicals have been published [2].

If we refer to the experience of Germany, a discipline "Rechtslingwistik" ("Legal Linguistics") deals with issues of the language and laws. This term was first used by Adelbert Podlech in 1976. He called a “set of all methods and results of studies concerning relationship between a language and a law and conforming to the requirements of modern Linguistics" as "Legal Linguistics"[3]. As the experience of this country indicates, contemporary interpretation of legal linguistics has grown considerably and modern linguistics requirements have noticeably changed. In this regard, a correlation between law and Linguistics in the study of language issues in law has changed and the role of linguistic research has increased in this field [4]. Researchers of Heidelberg scientific group on Legal Linguistics define this sphere that it is based on interconnectedness of interpretation in the jurisprudence and language analysis as a "practical" scientific-theoretical semantics and current practical sphere[5].
Professor N.Golev, who conducts special research in this sphere, calls an area of science studying “law and language”, as “Juridical Language”. He notes that the object of the study includes a correlation between a language and a law and he points out that a juridical language studies legal aspects of the language, and linguistics of law studies aspects of the law relating to the language[6].

Law scholars emphasize the necessity of learning “Legal Language” as a field of literary language, which reflects law. It is mentioned that this thought has its solid foundation.

In particular, law scholars H.Odilkoriev and I.Tulteyev argue that “peculiarities of texts of normative acts allow drawing a conclusion about the existence of a special legal language. A large number of legal terms require special knowledge or interpretations. Features of law texts provide reasonable evidence of existence of the special language of legal acts”[7].

Upon thinking about a legal language, Gerard-René de Pile, Professor of Comparative and Private International Law at Dutch University of Maastricht, said that relationship between “law and language” is observed in statutes (the name of Acts), judicial decisions. It would be difficult to imagine a modern society without written legal texts. Legal language features define what words of a precise legal construction should be exactly used in the process of formation of legal norms of statutes or warn what words to use[8].

Based on above-mentioned, it may be observed that the language of law does not mean there is a new language in society. On the contrary, it turns out to be an integral part of literary language. In my view, Legal Linguistics is a complex of theoretical rules, knowledge of Linguistics and Law used in reflection of content and features of law.

Based on such knowledge the expertise is advised to be referred to as legal linguistic expertise. Through legal linguistic expertise it is meant an examination which is drawn up in the form of conclusive decision made by legally and linguistically knowledgeable specialist or specialists to assess the quality of draft laws. Law Scholar B.Abdullayev specifies with regard to this expertise that: “Juridical language expertise of draft laws consists of assessing conformity of represented text to norms of modern literary language, taking into account functional and stylistic peculiarities of texts of laws”[9].

Errors in law text structure and other stylistic, lexical, and grammatical errors are eliminated through implementation of the legal linguistic expertise of draft laws. The more perfect law texts are, the easier they are applied.

It is necessary here to dwell on expertise classification. According to Law Scholar H.Odilkoriev, one can distinguish informal and formal forms of linguistic expertise of draft laws[10]. In his view, work on drafting a text of laws is performed by a subject initiating the law or on his behalf by experts, academic institutions, ministries and other organizations. Specialists, scientists can take part in preparation of the draft law and carry out peer review of the initial draft during this period. Furthermore, after introduction of the draft law in the lower chamber of the parliament, the expertise arranged by a standing committee and exercised in the manner provided by the law is considered official expertise of draft laws.

In my view, conducting legal linguistic expertise of draft laws can be classified on several grounds:

- Firstly, on lawmaking stages;
- Secondly, on lawmaking subjects;
- Thirdly, on lawmaking scope.

The following kinds of carrying out legal linguistic expertise can be highlighted according to the following lawmaking stages: at the stage of initiating a law; at the stage of parliamentary consideration of draft laws; at the stage of signing a law by the President.

Based on subjects dealing with lawmaking activity, legal linguistic expertise can be implemented at the following stages:

- When realizing a law initiative the legal linguistic expertise is carried out by a responsible body. For instance, it can be conducted on the initiative of bodies of law initiative such as the Cabinet of Ministers, the Supreme Court;
- during consideration of the law by the Legislative Chamber of the Oliy Majlis upon the request of directly interested structure or on the initiative of standing committees of the parliamentary house;
- During consideration of the law by the Senate of the Oliy Majlis on the initiative of the Senate;
- During submission of a law to the President for signature on the initiative of the President.

According to the scope of the content of draft laws the expertise can be conducted over the whole text of draft laws or over a certain part of the text, article.

Legal linguistic expertise is a multifaceted and complicated process and while analyzing a draft law, deep knowledge of a particular field of Law and Linguistics is required from an expert. In short, in preparation of expert opinions an expert has to be highly qualified.

Assuming that the object of this task is characterized by two aspects, the most effective method consists in its realization by Law specialists and linguists, as well as experts who are knowledgeable about these areas.

Legal linguistic expertise must meet the following primary requirements:
Firstly, the purpose of expertise must be directed at assessment of compliance of draft law text with literal language rules; Secondly, it must be directed at provision of compliance of the text with a language of normative legal documentation (legislative technique); Thirdly, experts must have legal knowledge as well as linguistic one; Fourthly, independence and objectivity of the activity of the expert must be provided.

If we refer to the experience of foreign countries, in the Russian Federation there is noteworthy experience in conducting this expertise. Despite the fact that the Legal Department of the Russian State Duma carries out legal linguistic expertise of draft laws, in 1994 in the structure of this department a special sub department was created to conduct legal linguistic expertise of draft laws. The main objective and functions of the sub department are to conduct legal linguistic expertise of constitutional, federal draft laws, resolutions, declarations, appeals adopted by the State Duma, and offer methodological assistance to the Parliament in unification of the language of legislation, improvement of its formalization. Pursuant to Article 102 of the Rules of the State Duma, following the first reading of draft laws on the initiative of a standing committee legal linguistic or other expertise of the draft law may be assigned [11].

If we turn to the experience of Germany, draft laws of the Federal Government are, first of all, forwarded to the Federal Ministry of Justice in order to obtain permission of the interested ministry and determine their conformity with the current legislation and legislation techniques. The Federal Ministry of Justice carries out an expert examination over the language of law and legislation techniques [12].

The Federal Ministry of Justice is empowered to examine compliance of the law with the current laws in terms of its language. In order to ensure “a single language of laws” a preliminary examination over formalization of draft laws is made by the Ministry of Justice.

Legal linguistic expertise of draft laws under consideration in the Bundestag is exercised by the Language Service. The Language Service implements the following in this regard the important tasks: translation and interpreting services; holds language lessons; plays an important role in the development of parliamentary vocabulary [13].

In the legislation of Uzbekistan, some strict requirements for conducting expertise of draft laws are also determined. In particular, pursuant to Article 21 of the Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan “On Normative Legal Acts”, draft normative legal acts must go through legal expertise. In addition, draft normative legal acts may be subject to economic, financial, scientific, environmental and other kinds of expertise on decision of a developer or body adopting a normative legal act [14].

Today the legal linguistic expertise of draft laws is done along with legal expertise. In my opinion, draft laws should be subject to legal linguistic expertise in a particular order. Only in this case, such conditions will be created that every term of a draft law will be carefully scrutinized and any shortcoming concerning a language will be eliminated.

According to Article 23 of the Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan “On the Order of Preparation of Draft Laws and Their Submission to the Legislative Chamber of the Oliy Majlis of the Republic of Uzbekistan”, proposals made while discussing and opinions expressed in conclusions of experts hold a recommendatory character [15]. Moreover, undoubtedly, this expertise is important in drafting laws in an accurate and understandable language.

Conclusion
In conclusion, it can be noted that legal linguistic expertise is a many-sided and complex process, and when carrying out expertise of draft laws it is required from an expert to know certain areas of Law and be theoretically linguistically knowledgeable. Therefore, the most effective solution to this problem is a joint fulfillment of the expertise by lawyers and expert linguists.

In addition, as it is known from lawmaking practice of some foreign countries, special attention is paid to the legal linguistic expertise of draft laws while developing and adopting draft laws and simultaneously, there are institutions specialized in the expertise of draft laws from a language point of view. These institutions have made a great contribution to the formation of comprehensively perfect legal language. In this regard, it is important to establish a special structure in the parliament that provides legal linguistic expertise services.
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